<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Restrictions &amp; Instructions from Government - Port Authorities</th>
<th>Restrictions from Port Services - Terminals - Others Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Dunkirk | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions in accordance with the harbour Master: | * Pleistage service only from “Dock zone” / no more (dis)embarking from 112 or roads *  
* Personnel of Rubis terminal will not board vessels *  
* new form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France *  
* crew must stay on board during the call and avoid crew change *  
* limit as much as possible boarding of shore personnel *  
* temperature check if possible of all boarding personnel (crew, shore staff...) *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* All crew vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* new form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France * |
| Calais | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions | * Cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* new form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France * |
| Le Havre | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* Rubis terminal loading Master do not board the vessels anymore *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France * |
| Rouen / Port Jerome / Honfleur | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* Rubis terminal loading Master do not board the vessels anymore *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France * |
| Saint Malo | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France * |
| Brest | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage *  
* No more crew change accepted / deliveries reduced to minimum *  
* No operations at Rubis terminal - Val de la Haye - on week end and holidays *  
* Crew change forbidden at Rouen * |
| Lorient | "Coronavirus" local questionnaire and Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France * |
| Montoir / Donges / Saint Nazaire / Nantes | Further to Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, vessels will be questioned further by VHF before their berthing - some port control will request if any sick crew on board *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France *  
* New form to be filled and carried by each crew allowing travels of seamen in France * |
| La Rochelle / Pallice | In case of Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival positive vessel will remain at anchorage, awaiting ARS instructions | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* No more crew change accepted / deliveries reduced to minimum *  
* Mooring men will not perform any crew change on roads with their launch *  
* Bordeaux airport, used for La Rochelle as well, is closed *  
* Max 100 passengers per ferry authorised at Toulon *  
* Cruise / ferry not authorised at Nice *  
* Max 100 passengers per ferry authorised at Toulon * |
| Bordeaux | * Crew members to remain on board during the call (except for security & safety needs linked to vessel’s activity) | * Cruise / ferry not authorised at Nice *  
* Max 100 passengers per ferry authorised at Toulon *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage * |
| Bayonne | Check 10 last port and crew members nationality / If any problems (ARS/DML will take decisions) | * Cruise / ferry not authorised at Nice *  
* Max 100 passengers per ferry authorised at Toulon *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage * |
| Sete | * Crew members must stay on board during the call | * Cruise / ferry not authorised at Nice *  
* Max 100 passengers per ferry authorised at Toulon *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage * |
| Nice / Toulon | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions | * Cruise / ferry not authorised at Nice *  
* Max 100 passengers per ferry authorised at Toulon *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage * |
| Fos / Martigues / Sète / Marseille | * Vessels are not authorized to stay at anchorage between 08h00 and 07h00 *  
* At Fos, vessel without expected commercial operations cannot drop anchor at anchorage. Vessel must sail and must not drop anchor after commercial operations *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* Bag boats are decontaminated during 2 to 3 hours five days a week and are consequently not available during this period * | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* Pilotage services not available between 23h & 5h - not possible to serve more than 8 ships in Marseille and 4 in Fos simultaneously *  
* Strict precautionary measures at Limondebat, Petronas and Fluxel terminals. *  
* Marseille - crew members to stay on board at all times / Fos Cavaisse - Tornac : Access on board reduced to minimum *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* Bag boats are decontaminated during 2 to 3 hours five days a week and are consequently not available during this period * |
| Corse | In case of suspicious or confirmed case as per Maritime Declaration of Health done by master prior vessel’s arrival, following ARS instructions | * All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* All cruise vessels are forbidden. Ferry carrying more than 100 passengers are forbidden *  
* No curfew, no quarantine at this stage * |